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Angela Maldonado and the team at
Fundación Entropika, Colombia
We cannot express in words how
g r atef u l Fu nd ación Ent ropi k a is
to IPPL and especially to Shirley
McGreal. Our long-term funding by
IPPL has been critical to the successful
i mplement at ion of ou r campaig n
against the illegal cross-border trade
of Amazonian primates. Furthermore,
IPPL’s campaigning has helped us to
raise awareness of our conservation
goals at an international level.
Fighting the illegal trade in primates
has been our most difficult challenge,
owing to the lack of support from (and
sometimes even persecution by) the
Colombian government. Only with the
support of IPPL were we able to attend
a Standing Committee Meeting of the
Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species to denounce
the trafficking of night monkeys for
malaria research in the Colombia-PeruBrazil border area.
Shirley’s dedication and strength
in supporting activists worldwide has
been a source of inspiration. In times
of persecution, we have always been
able to count on her to help us keep

on fighting in spite of adversity. We are
proud of being one of the organizations
supported by IPPL, and we hope to
maintain our long-term relationship

to continue protecting the primate
community of the Amazon. Thank
you, IPPL and Shirley, for supporting
us always and unconditionally.

Roxane and Franck Chantereau and
the team at J.A.C.K., Democratic
Republic of Congo
For the last five years, IPPL has been a
great source of support for J.A.C.K. The
orphaned baby chimpanzees we rescued
have grown into strong juveniles who
need appropriate care and accommodation.
Thanks to IPPL, our sanctuary has been
able to build night rooms and open air
playgrounds for our boarders. This is a
hugely important step for J.A.C.K., as our
main priority is always to provide these
poor orphans with the best care possible.
Also, IPPL supported the construction
of our Education Centre. Conservation goes
hand in hand with Education, and, thanks
to IPPL, J.A.C.K. is now able to make a
difference in a country where respect for
animals’ rights doesn’t exist! Thank you,
IPPL, for trusting us and for loving these
chimp orphans the way we love them!
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